WELCOME GUIDE

Nice to meet you!
I am so glad you found me!
There is nothing more important than travel to expand your
horizons, bring you closer together with friends and family, learn
about the world, or offer opportunities to relax and recharge.
There are endless options of how to do this and it can be
completely overwhelming. That's where I come in!
In this document, you will find an overview of my design process,
timeline, and testimonials. My goal is to create a tailored travel
experience for you that encompasses all components of travel
from start to finish - no matter the destination - for an effortless
and carefree travel experience.
My specialty is you. Getting to know your travel style and then
working with the best partners in that destination is how I create
the vacation of your dreams. I hope this gives you a flavor of what
to expect when working with Olive & Atlas Travel Design.
Looking forward to navigating
your journey together,

Angela
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“Angela did an amazing job planning our honeymoon to Italy.
She was so easy to work with and she worked hard to fit
everything we wanted to do into our budget and our schedule.
It was such a stress free trip, thanks to her!”

- Kailey H.

© Hotel Borgo San Felice
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Why Olive & Atlas Travel Design?

As a full-service travel advisor, I design,
plan, and arrange authentic vacations
for my travelers, creating lifelong
memories and magical moments.
Because I take out the guesswork and
the tedious research you don't have
time for, you need only show up and
savor your meticulously planned
itinerary. We pride ourselves on hightouch service and our partnerships with
world-class suppliers so you are taken
care of from the moment you take off to
the moment you return home.

© Belmond Cipriani Hotel
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Travel Design Investment Guide
Services Include:
01.

CUSTOM TRIP PLANNING

$420 per household

02.

DOMESTIC ESCAPES

$200 per household

03.

CUSTOM GROUP TRIPS

Determined at time of consultation

04.

VIP CLIENT RETAINER

$1500 per household

Click here for a
full review of
what is included
in each package.

A la carte Services:
01.
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HOTEL BOOKINGS, INCLUDING EXCLUSIVE UPGRADED PERKS
AND AMENITIES WHERE AVAILABLE

$50 per household

02.

LUXURY OCEAN, RIVER, AND EXPEDITION CRUISES

$100 per cabin

03.

MULTI-GENERATIONAL FAMILY VACATIONS

04.

ALL-INCLUSIVE RESORT STAYS OR ESCORTED TOURS

$100 per room

05.

DISNEY VACATIONS

$400 per family

Determined at time of consultation
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Ready to go?
01

02

03

04

F irst, let's connect
I'd love to hear your thoughts about your
upcoming trip. You will find a link to a vacation
questionnaire at the end of this document. Once
I receive it, we will schedule your complimentary
consultation call. We'll be talking all about your
interests, preferences, and non-negotiables.

C uration
Now the fun begins! Once I have received the
planning fee and the signed terms and
conditions, you'll have a spot on my design
calendar. I'll start work crafting your completely
custom adventure. We'll review it together (if you
wish) to make sure all your questions are
answered and make any necessary adjustments.
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E nlisting my services
After our call, if we find I am a fit for your
travel planning needs, I will send you the
next steps to secure my services. This
includes payment of my design fee and
agreement to my terms & conditions.

Time to Escape
You now have the perfect itinerary and we're
ready to reserve all the components of your
trip. The deposit will be made and your
vacation will be officially booked! During the
time between now and your travel date, I'll
share helpful information and make sure you
are ready to go. All you have to do is sit back,
relax, and get excited!
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"Angela has been absolutely wonderful to work with. She is extremely responsive, even on the
weekends, and was able to develop an itinerary that exceeded my expectations. I am fairly
experienced in booking and coordinating international travel, but with her connections and
knowledge, Angela was able to make arrangements that I wasn't able to make on my own. The trip
request included 15 people, and Angela expertly suggested accommodations, handled ground,
and air logistics, and developed an amazing itinerary that stayed within our budget.”

- Angela S.
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Frequently Asked Questions
How do we work best together?

Can the cost of my itinerary be itemized?

Great question! We work best together when I have a clear
understanding of what you are looking for in your vacation. Be
as specific as you can with what you envision and honest in
your feedback. Speaking of feedback, please respond in a
timely fashion (24-48 hours) so we can ensure pricing and
availability. I ask that you do not book components of your trip
without consulting me first. Most importantly, trust me! I am a
travel industry professional. I work extremely hard to provide
excellent service to you and a mutual sense of trust goes a
long way to ensure a smooth process.

I work directly with my destination partners to provide you
with the best accommodations, experiences, and service at
the best value. All of our itineraries are provided as a bundled
package. Pricing is a result of leveraging my partner
relationships and their fantastic negotiated rates, passing
that benefit on to you. Due to the nature of these contracts,
we are unable to break out components individually. Please
trust we are working together to provide you the best of
everything, including value.

Can I use my points/rewards?
Can I make changes to the proposed itinerary?
Of course! My goal is always to perfect the itinerary so that it
suits you to a tee! Each package includes a set amount of
complimentary revisions and a nominal fee for all those after.

Do you book Airbnb?
While I do not book Airbnb’s specifically, the good news is that
I work with partners all over the world that provide fabulous
houses, luxury villas, and apartments.
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I am not able to book reservations using your points or
rewards. If you wish to do so, please let me know as soon as
possible as it may impact your itinerary. You will be
responsible for making those arrangements on your own,
with my guidance. I would be happy to provide loyalty
programs to hotels/airlines.

What happens if I need to cancel?
If - after you have made your deposit and/or final payment you decide to cancel or change any or all parts of your
itinerary, our destination partners will charge a change or
cancellation fee. These fees vary and will be outlined clearly
in their Terms & Conditions that I will present with your
proposal.
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Meet Angela Isherwood
Olive & Atlas was born out of a spirited passion for travel and the desire to
serve others in a capacity that could add incredible value to their lives. As a
travel advisor, my job is not simply to plan travel. My job is to deliver on
dreams, surpass expectations, create magical moments of surprise and
delight, and build memories to last a lifetime for my travelers. Maybe most
importantly, it is also to give back to others their most precious and finite
asset, which is time.

Start Planning Now

More Questions?
Click for FAQ's
DISCOVER MORE:
www.oliveandatlastravel.com

Having a young family of my own, I know that every minute counts including the ones before and during your travels. I love helping families,
couples, and groups make the most of their vacations by designing
itineraries that allow them to simply show up and be delighted, effortlessly.
My favorite trips are always the ones where we immerse into the
destination - going deeper than the highlights to connect and engage with
the cuisine, the culture, and most importantly, the people. I can’t wait to
help you create memories beyond the ordinary, too!

GET IN TOUCH:
angela@oliveandatlastravel.com
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